Loaner Scopes for Member Use

The NJAA has eight telescope kits available that members can borrow for their personal use at home or on Stargazing excursions for one month.

Each loaner telescope kit includes:

**Telescope**
- **Mount**
- **Eyepieces for different magnifications**
- **Star-finder**
- **Power accessories for those kits requiring a power source.**

**Five - Easy to use, manual motion-control telescopes:**

a. Tan 6" f/8 Dobsonian.
b. Black 8" f/6 Dobsonian (Orion).
c. White 8" f/6 Dobsonian.
d. Bronze 8" f/6 Dobsonian (Orion).
e. Bronze 10" f/6 Dobsonian (Orion).

*Note: 6”, 8” & 10” refers to telescope aperture or mirror size.*

**Two - Powered & Automated *GoTo telescopes:**

(*Computerized celestial, night sky object finding and automated star tracking*)

f. 8" Celestron NexStar. Kit also includes rugged transit case.

g. 8" Celestron CPC. Kit also includes rugged transit case.

This telescope is larger and heavier than the NexStar.

*Note: 8” refers to telescope aperture or mirror size.*

**One - Powered RA-tracking only telescopes:**

(RA-tracking means the telescope will follow the stars as they move)

h. 3.5" Meade ETX90. Kit also includes two transit cases.

If needed, a white-light solar filter for eclipse use is available.
Borrow one of these scopes and view just about anywhere!

The lending procedure is like a library. Members can checkout equipment for at least month to use at home, on trips, etc. If desired, we'll provide a short how-to session on operation and star-finding before you take it home.

Be advised that you are responsible for loss or damages to the equipment. It must be returned in the condition it was at checkout.

To check availability or arrange a loan contact Dave Nelson:
732-548-8043 or eMail @ nelsouellet@netzero.com

Note: 3.5” refers to telescope aperture or mirror size.